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Abstract— he proposed system is for a tailoring shop. It is a 

software application to maintain day to day transaction in a 

tailoring showroom. This software help to register all the 

services, employee (like cutter, co-tailors, stitches) details, 

calculate workers payment & his salary details, 

booking/order details, advance payment, and an expenses. 

The main aim of this computerized system is to time saving 

work to increase efficiency and correctness in accounting so 

that large tasks can be done in short period. The main 

objective of this application is to automate the complete 

operations of the Tailoring showroom. They need maintain 

hundreds of thousands of records. Also searching should be 

very faster so they can find required details instantly. This 

application is built such a way that it should suits for all type 

of booking & service in future. In this system maintain the 

details of customers, Accounts. Also maintain details of the 

day to day transactions. Satisfaction of user’s Requirement. 

The system is used for accessing any information like 

customer information, Project information, which is 

available within a fraction of time. This module was design 

to reduce the manual work of record keeping. These systems 

develop to reduce manual work and record keeping can be 

done automatically without time consuming. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Tailoring shop management system is a system aimed to 

assist in management of tailoring activities within the 

industry. It will provide services to customers such as: 

measurement submission to their tailors, check whether their 

garments are finished and also help in proper keeping of 

records. This will ensure availability of right information, 

information safety, easy storage, access and retrieval. The 

study aims at building a computerized tailoring management 

system that would be more effective and efficient than the 

existing manual system. 

Online tailoring management system is a system 

aimed to assist in management of tailoring activities within 

the industry. It will provide online services to customers 

such as: measurement submission to their tailors, check 

whether their garments are finished and also help in proper 

keeping of records. This will ensure availability of right 

information, information safety, easy storage, access and 

retrieval. The study aims at building a computerized 

tailoring management system that would be more effective 

and efficient than the existing manual system 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Literature review is a text written by someone to consider 

the critical points of current knowledge including 

substantive findings as well as theoretical and 

methodological contributions to a particular topic. Main 

goals are to situate the current study within the body of 

literature and to provide context for the particular reader.  

A tailor is one that makes, repairs, and alters 

garments such as suits, coats, and dresses. A tailor makes 

custom cloths wear of various styles like jackets, skirts or 

trousers that go with them, for men or women. An 

alterations specialist adjusts the fit of completed garments, 

usually ready-to-wear, or restyles them. Designers choose 

combinations of line, proportion, color, and texture for 

intended garments. They may have no sewing or 

patternmaking skills, and may only sketch or conceptualize 

garments. 

A. Problem Identification 

1) Problem Definition 

Currently customers have to walk to the tailor shops to get 

their measurements taken for the tailoring of their garments. 

Their details are taken and kept on papers. Customers too 

need to move from their offices to go and check for the 

clothes whether there complete or not. This is time 

consuming and costly. Due to the manual systems in use, the 

whole process tends to be slow. Customers too have no prior 

information on cost of netting their garments. 

2) Existing Systems 

The existing system was found to be completely manual, i.e. 

customers’ information is captured in books, and the worker 

payment information is also capture in book. There also 

required to walk to the tailor shop to get their measurements 

taken. Customers also go to the tailor shops to check on the 

progress of their garments.  

3) Need for New System 

The main aim of the computerized any system is to time 

saving work to increase efficiency & correctness in 

accounting so that large tasks can be done in short period. 

The computerization is use to assist the man in the business 

organization carry out large & wide variety of activity.  

Accurate recording & processing of these activities are 

called as data processing. In most organization electrical 

cost for the processing of various transition that arrives in 

difficult organization operation. At present all records are 

typed in typewriter and they are filed. Because of thousands 

of records searching for the required data is time consuming. 

Typing using the typewriter leads many problems. For each 

error they have to make a note and get the signatures. Also 

system is not pool proof. 

B. Project Objective 

− Automate the current manual tailoring system and 

maintain a searchable customer, product database, 

maintain data security and user right. 

− Provide information about the cost, the fabric type, 

the urgency at which a customer wants the dress 

finished, the type of material to be used and 

quantity in terms of pairs needed. 

− To compute the total cost depending on the 

selected fabric, type of material, quantity and 

duration and avails that information to the 

customer. 
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− To enable report generation: it is able to give a 

report of finished garments to the clients for 

collection and bookings made, administrator is able 

to view all the customers and their details, finished 

garments and all the bookings made. 

− To create a data bank for easy access or retrieval of 

customer details, orders placed and the users who 

registered to the system. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM AND METHODOLOGY 

− The proposed tailoring Shop management system will 

eliminate all these manual interventions and increase 

the speed of the whole process. The system will allow 

customers to register online and successfully submit 

their measurements. The system has inbuilt validation 

system to validate the entered data. The customer can 

login to the system to check on the status of the clothes 

for collection. The system will show the already 

completed garments for clients to collect. The system 

also provides information about the cost of each 

garment the customer intends to get knit. This data will 

be stored in the database for further reference or audit. 

− By computerized system user just have to click or may 

be sometimes type the record wherever needed. Due 

friendly screen he gets all things very easily, firstly 

required. 

− In the proposed system all information will entered to 

system. All scheduling can be done in the computer 

itself. So they track of each case easily. 

− Can be imported & exported by floppy disk if required.  

− Database security Backup system provides security 

from XAMPP Server. 

− The term methodology means the techniques and 

procedures adopted by conducting a research study. It 

outlines how the data will be collected, and the tools for 

collecting data, system methodology, the proposed 

system input and output, users and system development 

tools. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The Tailoring Shop Management system  will Provide easy 

communication between the tailor and the client and also to 

access each other.  It provides information about the cost, 

the fabric type. the system computes the total cost and help 

to inform to the customer. Therefore, this system will be 

more beneficial to implement. This project has been a great 

experience to us. It taught us to implement software concept 

in real life to develop software at us complete with the 

industrial standard’s needs. This application is to automate 

the complete operations of the Tailoring showroom. They 

need maintain hundreds of thousands of records. Also 

searching should be very faster so they can find required 

details instantly. 
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